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Abstract. The effects of post-implantation annealing of damage in 6H-SiC caused by ion
implantation at two different fluences have been studied by monoenergetic positron Doppler
broadening and lifetime techniques. The measurements are supported by new calculations of
positron lifetimes in vacancy clusters in SiC. At both fluences two defected layers are identified
and characterized by depth and defect type as a function of annealing temperature. The results
indicate that it is impossible to remove the radiation damage by annealing at temperatures up to
1500◦C.

1. Introduction

Positron annihilation spectroscopy (PAS) is now a well established tool for the study of
electronic and defect properties of solids [1, 2]. Recent developments in slow-positron
beam methods [3] allow the extension of traditional techniques to investigations of
thin films, layered structures and surfaces [4]. PAS is mostly applied to, and best
understood, in metallic materials, but has found also application in the study of vacancy-type
defects in semiconductors and has revealed information on ion-type acceptors via positron
trapping at shallow Rydberg states [5]. Although elemental and compound (III–V, II–VI)
semiconductors have been investigated in most experimental studies to date, SiC has recently
attracted increased interest [6–13].

Radiation damage caused by the implantation of 200 keV Ge+ ions into 6H-SiC has
been studied recently by monoenergetic positron Doppler broadening and lifetime techniques
[14]. Specimens exposed to seven ion fluences ranging from 1012 to 1015 cm−2, together
with unirradiated samples, were studied. The depth of the damaged crystalline layer was
found to range from about 300 to 600 nm and, for ion fluences above 3× 1013 cm−2, an
amorphous layer was seen whose thickness increased to 133 nm at the highest fluence.
Positron lifetime measurements, in combination with theoretical calculations, suggest that
the main defect produced is the divacancy, but that Si monovacancies are also created.
In the amorphous surface layer larger agglomerates consisting of at least four, but more
probably six, vacancies were detected. Furthermore, trapping rates were evaluated as a
function of incident positron energy by applying the positron trapping model to the data.
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Values for defect concentrations in the damaged layers of about 50 ppm were deduced by
invoking plausible assumptions. In addition, the problem of extracting defect profiles from
the data was discussed.

The aim of the present work is to study the effects of post-implantation thermal annealing
of the radiation damage in 6H-SiC caused by implantation of 200 keV Ge+ ions at two
fluences (1014 and 1015 cm−2). The techniques used are monoenergetic positron Doppler
broadening and lifetime spectroscopies coupled with theoretical analysis.

The paper is organized as follows. In section 2 experimental details of the work are
described. Section 3 contains the results of extended theoretical calculations of the positron
lifetime in some SiC polytypes together with a presentation and discussion of the variable-
energy positron measurements. Conclusions are presented in section 4.

2. Experimental details

Two single-crystalline, 25 mm diameter n-type 6H-SiC(0001) wafers (Si surface) were used
as substrate materials [15]. The implantation was performed by 200 keV Ge+ ions at room
temperature to a fluence of 1014 cm−2 (wafer 1) and 1015 cm−2 (wafer 2). (Ge+ ions have the
same valency as Si and C and therefore lead to damage but no doping effects.) In order to
minimize any possible uncertainty about the initial states of different specimens each wafer
was implanted before being cut into four equally sized pieces. One piece served as the as-
implanted reference sample and the three remaining pieces from each wafer were separately
heat treated at predetermined temperatures of 500, 950 and 1500◦C. Treatment at the two
lower temperatures was performed after encapsulation by a glass ampoule containing an Ar
atmosphere. For heat treatment at 1500◦C the specimens were put into a closed graphite
container evacuated to 10−4 Torr and filled with Ar at 760 Torr. The time of heat treatment
at each temperature was 600 s.

For easier identification the specimens are labelled according to the code EUij . i is the
wafer number (1 or 2) andj relates to the heat treatment (0= as-implanted, 1= 500◦C,
2 = 950◦C, 3= 1500◦C). Use of this code is also helpful in comparison with the earlier
results of [14].

A comprehensive review of positron beam techniques and their application is presented
in [3]. In the present work variable-energy positron Doppler broadening measurements were
performed at room temperature for all specimens using a computer-controlled magnetic-
transport beam system at UEA Norwich [16]. Positron energiesE between 0.1 and 30 keV
were used. Energy spectra of annihilation gamma rays were measured with a Ge detector
having an energy resolution (FWHM) of about 1.2 keV at 511 keV. The Doppler broadening
of the annihilation line is caused by the momentum of the annihilating electron–positron
pair and can be characterized by the lineshape parameterS. The value ofS is defined as the
integral of gamma ray intensity in the central energy region divided by the total intensity of
the line. Sample characteristics such as damaged layer thicknesses and defect profiles are
usually extracted from theS(E) data by fitting with a program package such as VEPFIT
[17].

Variable-energy positron lifetime measurements were performed with the timed beam
system at UBW Munich [18] at room temperature. The mean lifetimeτ(E) provides useful
additional information about the type of defect involved. The lifetime spectra contained
at least 106 events and were analysed using a modified version of the program package
POSITRONFIT [19] using a stable, measured resolution function of 250 ps FWHM.
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Figure 1. Calculated positron lifetime in vacancy clusters in 3C-SiC and 6H-SiC as a function
of the cluster sizeN (N = number of Si–C divacancies).

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Theoretical calculations of positron lifetimes

Calculations using the superimposed atom model [20] have been performed for 3C-SiC
and 6H-SiC polytypes in order to evaluate the positron lifetimes to be expected in larger
clusters, containing several divacancies, which are thought to form after post-implantation
annealing. Details of earlier calculations for the perfect lattice, as well as for several
defected lattices containing smaller-sized defects, were published in [14]; the difference
between those calculations and those presented here lies in the size of the supercells used.
In the case of 3C-SiC the supercell is a cube containing 512 atoms in the perfect lattice,
and (520− 2N ) atoms for a cluster containingN divacancies. To simulate the 6H-SiC
structure an orthorhombic supercell containing 720 atoms is used, and (720− 2N ) atoms
for the cluster withN divacancies.

The geometries of the vacancy clusters are chosen by building three-dimensional
volumes as symmetrical as possible. However, in the case of the 6H-SiC structure this
is not an easy task due to the complexity of the structure. The close-packing arrangement
of this structure forms ‘ABCACB’ sequences for each type of atom, where the planes A, B
and C are perpendicular to thec-axis. Both types of atom are separated along thec-axis by
0.189 nm (3.562 au) leading to the sequence unit ACASiBCBSiCCCSiACASiCCCSiBCBSi .
As divacancies have been taken away to build the unrelaxed clusters, the position of the
divacancy is denoted by the position of the removed C atom (the corresponding Si atom
taken away is located 0.189 nm above along thec-axis).

In the case of the 3C-SiC polytype C and Si atoms are separated along the diagonal of
the cubic structure (i.e., the (111) axis) and a quite symmetric cluster used in the calculations
is the one formed by 19 divacancies that corresponds to two octahedrons, one for each type
of atom position, separated by(3/4)1/2 lattice parameters along the (111) direction.
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Figure 1 shows the trends of the calculated positron lifetimes as a function of the number
of divacancies taken away to form the vacancy cluster in the two polytypes studied. Even
though the trends are similar in both polytypes the lifetimes calculated in the 3C-SiC one are
a little larger, indicating the difference in the free volume of the vacancy clusters caused by
the different lattices. The positron lifetime increases rapidly when the cluster starts to grow
and saturates at about 500 ps, which corresponds to the low-density limit of the interpolation
formula of Brandt and Reinheimer [21]. The positron lifetime saturates at about the same
size of clusters in both polytypes, i.e. about 20 divacancies, corresponding to a spherical
volume radius of around 0.8 nm.

It should be noted that in the present calculations the relaxation of the atoms surrounding
the vacancy cluster has not been taken into account. The inclusion of atomic relaxation
in semiconductors is a very difficult task that to the authors’ knowledge has only been
performed in the case of single vacancies (e.g. in Si [22] and GaAs [23, 24]). Furthermore,
relaxation may depend strongly on the charge state of the vacancy, and in these cases the
trapping of a positron opposes inward relaxation [25]; it has been shown that if atomic
relaxation is omitted then the charge state does not strongly affect the positron lifetime
[26].

Figure 2. Mean Doppler broadening parameterS as a function of incident positron energyE
for specimens EU10–EU13.

3.2. Damage at a fluence of 1014 cm−2 and changes after post-implantation annealing

S(E) results for the as-implanted (EU10) and annealed (EU11, EU12, EU13) samples are
presented in figure 2. The thicknessesdi (i = 1, 2) of two damaged layers [14] have been
evaluated using the program VEPFIT [17]. The fit curves are not shown in figure 2, or in
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later figures; they all pass smoothly through the data points. In addition, the ratioSi/Sb
for a given layer has been evaluated, whereSi is associated with theith layer andSb the
virgin bulk. The diffusion length derived from the virgin SiC data (65± 3 nm), also shown
in figure 2, has been used as a fixed value in all the evaluations presented in this paper.
All the results are summarized in table 1. The uncertainties quoted are those given by
VEPFIT, and are thus statistical; the possibility of significant systematic error arising from
the non-uniqueness of the fitting procedure is minimal because the fitted parameters for all
four samples in the series are physically meaningful and self-consistent.

Table 1. Characteristic parameters of damaged layers in specimens EU10–EU13 (fluence=
1014 cm−2). di = thickness of layeri, Si/Sb = Doppler broadening parameter ratio of layeri
(i = 1, 2).

Sample Sd1/Sb d1 (nm) Sd2/Sb d2 (nm)

EU10 1.068 171± 26 1.054 662± 48
EU11 1.074 163± 18 1.056 598± 38
EU12 1.105 156± 12 1.078 476± 25
EU13 1.156 61± 1 — —

It is evident that the layer thicknesses decrease after annealing at 500◦C, and that
this trend continues at 950◦C. After annealing at 1500◦C only one narrow layer remains.
The ratioSi/Sb also undergoes considerable changes due to annealing. In the case of Si
and GaAs it is known that the ratioSd/Sb (d = defect) is 1.02–1.03 for a monovacancy,
1.03–1.04 for a divacancy and>1.05 for a larger vacancy cluster or void [5]. From our
previous studies [14] it is known that the main defect in layer 2 is the divacancy, but that Si
monovacancies are still present; this combination of defects in 6H-SiC is characterized by
the ratio 1.05–1.06. As the divacancy concentration is much larger than the monovacancy
concentration [14] it seems that the ratioSd/Sb for divacancies in 6H-SiC is larger than that
observed in Si and GaAs [5].

Positron lifetime measurements, combined with theoretical estimates (figure 1), give the
approximate size of agglomerates in the samples. The mean lifetime resultsτ(E) seen in
figure 3 show trends similar to those seen inS(E) in figure 2, as expected. A two-component
fit was possible for all spectra in the low-energy range. The aim of the following analysis
is to identify defect lifetimes and not defected layer thicknesses.

In order to reduce the scattering of the data in the unconstrained fit, one component was
fixed. A new software program allowed the quick analysis and comparison of all spectra
measured for one sample at different energies, with the defect lifetime fixed values ranging
from (for example) 200 to 350 ps in steps of 5 ps. Starting with the unconstrained fit, the
value of the fixed defect lifetime was chosen using the criteria that (a) the variance of the
fit should be close to a minimum, and (b) fixing of the shorter measured defect lifetime
to a value in the range 200–250 ps should result either in a second, longer defect lifetime
(>250 ps) or in a diffusion and trapping-reduced bulk lifetime (<155 ps). The choice of the
fixed value was not always achieved unambiguously. As an example, in figure 4 the second
(unconstrained) lifetimeτ2 found with the first lifetime fixed atτ1 = 220 ps is shown for
specimen EU10. In the energy range 1–10 keV a longer defect lifetime is measured. The
high points at around 10 keV are an artefact of the analysis associated with the vanishing
of the long (τ2) component. Above 10 keV the intensity of the long component is so small
that only the (shorter) lifetime characteristic of the defect-free substrate is resolved.
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Figure 3. Mean positron lifetimeτ as a function of incident positron energyE for specimens
EU10–EU13.

Figure 4. Unconstrained positron lifetimeτ2 as a function of incident positron energyE for
specimen EU10, obtained by fixing the first lifetimeτ1 at 220 ps.

In table 2 the complete lifetime results for samples EU10–13 are collected. The values
of the unconstrained lifetimes represent an averaged value, whereasImax is the highest
measured intensity value of the corresponding positron lifetime.
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Table 2. Results of the lifetime analysis for specimens EU10–EU13 (fluence= 1014 cm−2). The
values of the unconstrained lifetimes represent an averaged value.Imax is the highest measured
intensity value of the corresponding lifetime.

EU10 EU11 EU12 EU13

τ1 (ps) 220± 10 (fixed) 220± 10 (fixed) 205± 20 180± 20
τ2 (ps) 398± 30 454± 30 318± 20 (fixed) 318± 20 (fixed)
Remarks τ2 for E < 12 keV τ2 for E < 12 keV τ2 with Imax = 45% τ2 with Imax = 71%

with Imax = 8% with Imax = 6%

The present measurements indicate that the ratioτd/τb for 6H-SiC is 220/141= 1.56.
While this is rather lower than the earlier experimental value of 1.68 [14], it is still
significantly larger than the ratio of 1.3–1.4 for a divacancy in Si and GaAs [5].

3.3. Damage at a fluence of 1015 cm−2 and changes after post-implantation annealing

S(E) results for the as-implanted (EU20) and annealed (EU21, EU22, EU23) samples are
presented in figure 5. The thicknessesdi (i = 1, 2) of the two damaged layers and the ratios
Si/Sb are summarized in table 3.

Table 3. Characteristic parameters of damaged layers in specimens EU20–EU23 (fluence=
1015 cm−2). di = thickness of layeri, Si/Sb = Doppler broadening parameter ratio of layeri
(i = 1, 2).

Sample Sd1/Sb d1 (nm) Sd2/Sb d2 (nm)

EU20 1.097 192± 7 1.062 541± 24
EU21 1.108 163± 4 1.056 509± 21
EU22 1.141 94± 3 1.096 365± 11
EU23 1.126 14± 1 1.098 153± 4

As in the case of the lower fluence, the layer thicknesses start to decrease after annealing
at 500◦C. This trend continues due to application of higher annealing temperatures but two
layers always remain clearly distinguished.

The ratioSi/Sb again changes significantly after annealing. It is obvious that in layer 2
positrons are mainly trapped in divacancies, as indicated by a ratio of about 1.06. Again,
ratios larger than this value point to positron trapping in vacancy agglomerates or voids. The
observation of decreasing layer thickness and agglomeration of vacancies after annealing is
broadly consistent with the results of Uedonoet al [13].

The mean lifetime resultsτ(E) seen in figure 6 mirror theS(E) results in figure 5, as
for the lower fluence. Results of the lifetime analysis are summarized in table 4. For EU22
an unexpected third long-lifetime component forE < 5 keV, fixed to 1.5 ns in the analysis,
needs to be taken into consideration in order to perform a reasonable fit, with the second
lifetime being fixed at 395 ps. The intensity of the very long lifetime varied in the range
0–4%.

3.4. Comments on the results for defect size

Except for the samples EU13 and EU23, all the samples show saturation trapping for
implantation energies below 12 keV with two different defect types. In the case of EU22
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Figure 5. Mean Doppler broadening parameterS as a function of incident positron energyE
for specimens EU20–EU23.

Figure 6. Mean positron lifetimeτ as a function of incident positron energyE for specimens
EU20–EU23.

the very long lifetime of 1.5 ns should be regarded an artefact due to the inability to describe
the measured spectra fully with two components chosen. This gives an indication of the
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Table 4. Results of the lifetime analysis for specimens EU20–EU23 (fluence= 1015 cm−2). The
values of the unconstrained lifetimes represent an averaged value.Imax is the highest measured
intensity value of the corresponding lifetime.

EU20 EU21 EU22 EU23

τ1 (ps) 220± 10 (fixed) 215± 10 (fixed) 210± 20 180± 20
τ2 (ps) 341± 30 320± 30 395± 20 (fixed) 425± 20 (fixed)
Remarks τ2 for E < 12 keV τ2 for E < 12 keV τ2 with Imax = 89% τ2 with Imax = 43%

with Imax = 72% with Imax = 59% atE = 10 keV

difficulties in describing the radiation damage in terms of a simple picture. The maximum
intensities given therefore only allow estimation of the ratios of the total trapping rates.

The samples (except EU13 and EU23) show a defect characterized by a positron lifetime
τd = 220 (+10, −20) ps, which is in reasonable accordance with previously published
results [14], where an experimental lifetime ofτd = 235± 3 ps was attributed to the
divacancy; indeed, the present measurement is even closer to the theoretically predicted
lifetime of 214 ps for the divacancy [14, 27]. The correspondingS values lie in the range
1.054–1.062 (for EU10, EU11, EU20, EU21).

It needs to be noted that there seem to be some inconsistencies when comparing theS(E)

with the τ(E) results. For example, the lower normalizedS values for EU12 and EU22
(1.078 and 1.096, respectively) do not correspond to the short defect lifetimes of 205 ps
(EU12) and 210 ps (EU22), respectively. The reason for this is not quite clear and the present
study therefore can only be regarded a first attempt to combine the results of both methods.
Although the VEPFIT analysis of theS(E) results takes into account diffusion processes,
changes of the normalizedS values of the order of 0.001 cannot easily be interpreted in
the light of a change of the defect size. On the other hand, the lifetime analysis is no easy
task either in such complicated structures as is indicated by the unexpected third lifetime
component needed for a reasonable analysis of the data for EU22.

The longer defect lifetime ofτd = 320 ps (EU12 and EU21) corresponds to a normalized
S value of 1.10 and represents an agglomeration of about seven divacancies (see figure 1).
The defect lifetimesτd = 395 ps (EU13, EU22) and 425 ps (EU23) correspond to normalized
S values in the range between 1.126 (EU23) and 1.156 (EU13), and should therefore
represent an agglomeration of about 13 and 16 divacancies, respectively.

4. Conclusions

The positron annihilation studies presented clearly demonstrate that it is not possible to
anneal out the radiation damage caused by ion implantation at the fluences chosen even at
1500◦C.

Two layers showing different defect structures and thickness may be identified in SiC.
After annealing at 500 and 950◦C the thickness of each layer is reduced and their defect
structure changes, with the formation of vacancy agglomerates.

After annealing at 1500◦C only one narrow defected layer remains in the sample
implanted at the lower fluence, having mainly agglomerates containing about 13 divacancies.
After similar annealing the sample implanted at the higher fluence has two identifiable
defected layers and defect agglomerates of 16 divacancies are found.

The ratiosSd/Sb and τd/τb for divacancies and voids seem to be larger in 6H-SiC
compared to Si and GaAs [5].
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